
Estimation



Inferential Statistics

▪ Estimation of population parameter

▪ Testing of hypothesis about population parameter.

Inferential statistics is used to reach a conclusion

about a population on the basis of the information

contained in a sample drawn from that population.

It involves:



Sampling Distribution

The distribution of all possible values that can be

assumed by some statistic like mean and

proportion, computed from samples of the same

size randomly drawn from the same population is

called sampling distribution.

In any sample of n observations (x1, x2 …xn)

drawn randomly from a normal population with

mean (μ) and SD (σ), the sample mean ( ) and

SD ( s ) are worked out as:
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The sample mean ( ) and SD ( s ) are variables as

they are different for different samples but the

mean (µ) and SD (σ) of any particular population

are the same (constants).
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The distribution of the sample mean ( ), is normal

with mean (µ) and SD ( ).nσ

The SD of the sample mean ( ) is called

standard error (SE), and is expressed as:
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Normal Distribution of Sample Values (Means)
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i) μ ± 1 SE include 68% of the sample values

ii) μ ± 1.96 SE include 95% of the sample values

iii) μ ± 2.58 SE includes 99% of the estimates.



Standard Deviation (SD)  and Standard Error (SE):

Standard Deviation (SD) is variation within the

sample while Standard Error (SE) is variation

from sample to sample or sample to universe.

SE does not mean error or mistake, it is simply a

measure of variation between the samples or

from sample to universe.
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a) Standard error (SE) of the mean:

b) Standard error (SE) of the proportion (p)

n

pq
    SE(p) =

[Note that If population SD ( σ ) or population

proportion (P) is known we use them if not we use

the estimate of SD ( s ) or estimate of proportion ( p )

from the sample].



The Central Limit Theorem:

Given a population of any non-normal functional

form with a mean μ and finite variance σ2, the

sampling distribution of ,computed from

samples of size n from this population, will have

a mean μ and variance σ2/n and will be

approximately normally distributed when the

sample size is large.
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The relative or standard normal variate Z defined

as:
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will approaches a normal distribution with mean

0 and variance 1. We can use standard normal

table as required in solving the problems related

to such cases.



Estimation :

Estimation is a method by which we estimate the

population parameter from a sample of

observations. For example, the sample mean is

the estimator of population mean.

Two types of estimation:

▪ Point estimation

▪ Interval estimation



1) Point estimation: A single numerical value is

used to estimate population value such as sample

mean to estimate corresponding population

mean, called population parameter.

2) Interval estimation: It consists of two numerical

values defining a range of values that, with a

specified degree of confidence, most likely

includes the population parameter being

estimated. This range with a specified degree of

confidence is also called confidence interval.



CI Population mean (μ) Population proportion (P)

90% CI

95% CI

99% CI

Confidence Interval (CI) for

population mean (μ) and population proportion (P):

( )XSE  1.64   X 

( )XSE  1.96   X 

( )XSE  2.58   X 

( )pSE  1.64   p 

( )pSE  1.96   p 

( )pSE  2.58   p 

Factors that affect CI include mean, SD, SE, sample size and CI

level.



Example:

1. The mean and standard error of a large sample of cases

taken to estimate the population Hb value are 11.4 g/100 ml

and 0.7 respectively. What are the point estimate and 95% CI

for population mean?

▪ The sample mean is the best estimate of the population mean

(μ). The point estimate of population mean is 11.4 g/100ml.

Solution:

▪ 95% CI of population mean (µ) =

= 11.4 ± 1.96 x (0.7)

= 11.4 ± 1.4

= 10.0 to 12.8 g/100ml

The population mean lies between (10.0 – 12.8) g /100ml with

95% confidence.

( )XSE  1.96   X 



Exercise:

1. A researcher is interested in estimating the average age

when cigarette smokers first began to smoke. Taking a

random sample of 50 smokers, he determines a sample mean

of 16.8 years with a standard deviation of 1.5 years. Construct

95% confidence interval to estimate the population mean age

of onset of smoking.

2. Assume that blood pressure readings are normally

distributed a mean of 120 and standard deviation of 8. If 100

people are randomly selected, find the probability that their

mean blood pressure will be: a) less than 122 b) between 120

and 122.



3. Systolic blood pressure of a sample of 400 males was taken.

Sample mean blood pressure was found to be 128 mm and

standard deviation 13.05 mm. Find 90% confidence limits of

blood pressure within which the population mean lies.

4. SD of blood sugar level in a population is 6 mg%. If

population mean is not known, within what limits is it likely to

lie if a random sample of 100 has a mean of 80 mg%.



Solution:

Practice Ex. 1

Sample size ( n )   =   50

Mean Age  (       )     =  16.8 yrs

SD ( s )                   =   1.5 yrs
X

95 % Confidence limits for population mean ( μ )

SEx  1.96   X  =

0.2121
50
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s
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 yrs.17.2)  to(16.4 

0.4157  16.8 

0.2121x  1.96    16.8

=

=

=

Hence, 95% confidence limit for population mean age of onset 

of smoking (μ) will be in the range of 16.4 and 17.2 years.



Solution:

Practice Ex. 2
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0.9938                           

0.006212.5)P(Z1                         

2.5)P(Z   122)x  P(a)

=
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0.4938                                      
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Solution:
Sample size ( n )   =   400

Mean BP (       )     =  128 mm

SD ( s )                   =   13.05 mm

X

90 % Confidence limits for population mean ( μ )

SEx  1.64   X  =

0.65
400

13.05

n

s
SE ===

mm 129.1)  to(126.9 

1.066  128 

0.65x  1.64    128

=

=

=

Hence, 90% confidence limit for μ will be in the range 

of 126.9 and 129.1 mm.

Practice Ex. 3



Solution:
Sample size ( n )   =   100

Mean blood sugar (       )     =  80 mg%

SD ( σ )   =  6 mg%

X

95 % Confidence limits for population mean ( μ )

SEx  1.96   X  =

0.6
100

6

n
SE ===



% mg 81.2)  to(78.8 

1.176  80 

0.6x  1.96    80

=

=

=

Hence, 95% confidence limit for mean population blood 

sugar level (μ) will be in the range of 78.8 to 81.2 mg %.

Practice Ex. 4


